ABSTRACT Automated analysis of broadcast soccer game video is a challenging computer vision problem. Prior to performing high-level analysis (such as event detection), accurate classification of shot views and play-break segmentation are required to analyze the structure of soccer video. A novel deep network called parallel feature fusion network (PFF-Net) combines local and full-scene features to produce accurate shot view classification based on camera zoom and out-of-field status. Then, a novel hidden-to-observable Markov model (H2O-MM) is introduced to determine play/break status of the shots. Testing is performed using a variety of professional broadcast soccer videos. Variations of the PFF-Net are considered and compared with four existing methods where the PFF-Net demonstrates superior performance (92.6%). The H2O-MM has the accuracy of 98.7% for play-break segmentation, which is an improvement over two existing hidden Markov models. The new methods provide improved temporal labeling of broadcast soccer videos, which can be used to further improve overall automated event detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic analysis of sport videos for evaluating performance of players or adding some meta-data to broadcast sport videos is a current, challenging research topic [1] - [5] . Soccer, as a popular worldwide sport, specifically appeals to analyzers and researchers [1] , [6] - [8] . Published research on soccer video analysis has mainly focused on automatic event detection, retrieval, and summarization of broadcast videos [9] - [14] .
However, as a prerequisite for these high-level tasks, a series of lower level analyses is required to break the fulllength structure of broadcast soccer videos into useful temporal units such as shot and play-break segments (or event segments), and extract a hierarchy of features from these units. Performing such low/mid-level analyses by designing and implementing new networks is the main focus of this article.
A ''shot'' in video can be described as a continuous sequence of frames taken by a non-stop camera operation [15] . A shot in a soccer video is in ''play'' state when the game is proceeding and a ''break'' occurs at any game stoppage e.g., goal, foul, corner, etc. [9] . So consecutive play and break shots mark an event segment in a soccer video and is referred to as a play-break segment. Shot views are useful features for play-break segmentation of soccer videos, and can be divided into four main types: close-up, medium, long, (as three in-field views) and out-of-field view. An example of each shot view is provided in Fig. 1 , and a brief description of each is given here:
• Close-up shot view: a view that shows an upper-body of a player and typically indicates a break in the game based on some preceding event [16] . • Medium shot view: a view that ranges from showing a group of players to a whole player body used in play or break state for a closer view of the players [12] .
• Long shot view: a full or near-full view of the field where the player size is much smaller than the image size [16] which is used to show the nature of team plays.
• Out-of-field shot view: a view that predominantly displays audiences or the team sidelines to capture people reactions to the game [12] . Shot boundary detection, shot view classification, and play-break segmentation are three consecutive tasks that make subsequent analyses of soccer videos easier. A considerable research effort in video analysis is devoted to shot boundary detection [15] , [17] - [19] . A part of research in context of soccer video analysis focuses on shot view classification, and play-break segmentation [9] , [11] , [12] , which are traditionally performed through extraction of handcrafted features from video shots. However, high capabilities of deep networks in solving different machine learning problems encourages their use in soccer video analysis as well.
The two main focus points of this article are on shot view classification and play-break segmentation in broadcast soccer videos by employing new networks. As such, the main contributions of this article are:
• Designing and implementing a novel deep network, named as parallel feature fusion network (PFF-Net), with innovative feature extraction and integration for shot view classification in soccer video.
• Introducing a hidden Markov model, named as hiddento-observable transferring Markov model (H2O-MM), with an innovative learning and inference mechanism, for play-break segmentation of soccer videos.
II. BACKGROUND
The background section is composed of three subsections: shot view classification (Subsection A), play-break classification (Subsection B), and existing deep networks used for soccer video analysis (Subsection C).
A. SHOT VIEW CLASSIFICATION IN SOCCER
In most of shot view classification methods in soccer genre, dominant color ratio has been considered as a key feature. It is assumed that the grass color (a tone of green) is the dominant color in long shots, while the grass ratio decreases in other shot views and reduces to zero in out-of-filed and some of the close-up shots, (see Fig. 1 ).
FIGURE 2.
Top tow, instances of close-up views, and bottom row, instances of medium views, with different proportions of green regions, show that green region ratio alone is not a reliable feature for shot view classification and to increase the accuracy of classification other features should be extracted from video shots.
Ekin et al. [12] assume that if the grass ratio is smaller than a threshold, shot view is close-up or out-of-field; otherwise, it would be either long or medium. To decide between the two latter views first, they partition the grass region according to Golden Section spatial composition rule [20] . Then, they classify the shot views by fitting two Gaussian distributions for long and medium views on extracted features from grass partitions and using a Bayesian classifier.
Sigari et al. [21] perform shot view classification by detecting the ratio of grass and skin in the HSV color space, and employing a threshold-based heuristic. As a result, they classify shots to close-up, out-of-field and in-field views.
The grass ratio is not always insignificant in close-up view and has a varying proportion in medium view (see Fig. 2 ). Hence, using the grass ratio as the only feature for shot view classification will not always be effective.
To increase the accuracy of shot view classification more features are employed in other works. Tavassolipour et al. [9] besides the grass ratio use size of the largest object in the field and classify the shot views by means of a decision tree.
Sigari et al. [22] use the same features as used by Tavassolipour, and classify shot views into three classes, namely long, medium and other views, by cascading two support vector machines (SVMs) [23] .
Tong et al. [16] use four features: grass-ratio, texture (gray level co-occurrence matrix), head region (a skin-toned entity) and object scale (height of the object to the height of the field). By analyzing the statistics from the training images, the authors determined some threshold values for the extracted features, and constructed a decision tree to find shot views.
Sadlier and O'connor [6] hypothesize that a frame is in close-up view if the face of a player (using skin tone) is located in the top-middle region of the frame and a player jersey (assumed to be monochromatic) covers most of the area of the bottom middle region. They also postulate that frames in out-of-field shots contain many details (i.e., include many high frequency blocks). They find high frequency image blocks using DCT coefficients, and determine out-offield frames.
The published research on shot view classification in soccer mainly relies on extracting handcrafted features from video. The extracted features need to be invariant to some irrelevant variations such as lighting and pose of players, but sensitive to size of a player, which is difficult to extract due to exceptions such as overlapping of the players' bodies. Hence, some feature extractors are required that are reliable and can be learned automatically, instead of being fully engineered, [24] . This purpose is pursued in this article.
B. PLAY-BREAK SEGMENTATION IN SOCCER
After shot views are determined, the next step is to determine play/break state of each shot.
Tjondronegoro and Chen [1] apply some heuristic rules on shot views to classify each shot to play or break. Tjondronegoro et al. [25] show that using features such as dominant color ratio and motion intensity, when combined with rulebased detection techniques, could be effective in play-break segmentation.
Other research perform play-break segmentation using hidden Markov models [9] , [11] . Tavassolipour et al. [9] use an hidden Markov models (HMMs) with two hidden states for play and break, and four observation states for shot views, as the input features. After learning the model parameters (i.e., state transitions and observation probabilities), in the test phase, a label sequence (a sequence of play/breaks) is generated using Viterbi decoding.
Xie et al. [11] use an HMM structure quite similar to the model employed by Tavassolipour et al. [9] except for using dominant color ratio and motion intensity as the observation states and being frame-based (not shot-based). So, play or break state is determined for all frames and not just the keyframe of a shot, which leads to significant computations.
C. DEEP STRUCTURES USED IN SOCCER ANALYSIS
Based on Subsections II.A and II.B, existing shot view classification and play-break segmentation methods focus on using handcrafted features such as dominant color ratio and skin detection. However, recently, deep architectures with their automatic feature extraction abilities have substituted the classic handcrafted feature extraction methods and have improved performance in many image processing applications [26] - [28] . But using deep networks for soccer video analysis is still in its infancy. Here, research applying deep networks on soccer (or related team sports) videos are reviewed.
Wagenaar et al. [29] use deep convolutional neural networks to detect goal-scoring opportunities in soccer. They employ data of tracked players and balls in 29 soccer matches, and achieved accuracy of 67.1% using GoogleNet. Park and Cho [30] use a CNN structure to perform shot view classification for basketball. They classify shot views into close-up and long views and gain accuracy of 99.23%. Gerke et al. [31] uses a CNN-based deep network to automatically recognize jersey numbers from soccer videos and obtain the accuracy of 83%.
Deep networks have shown strong success in extracting features which are difficult to be handcrafted [24] , and have been used for addressing many vision problems. The Broadcast soccer video is divided to shots [17] , replay detection is performed for each shot [9] , and key-frame of each shot is determined [32] . For each key-frame, handcrafted features (f H t ) are extracted and used as input with raw key-frames (K t ) to the PFF-Net for shot view classification. Shot view (v t ) and replay (r t ) labels are used as input to the H2O-MM for play-break segmentation.
only known attempt for classifying shot views using deep networks is performed by Park and Cho [30] to discriminate between close-up and long views, in basketball videos, by a CNN.
Therefore, in this article, in the first stage, a novel deep network (PFF-Net), based on the nature of the scene in soccer video, is designed to classify four shot views with a high accuracy. The PFF-Net is relatively a small-sized deep network (including six layers) whose principle building modules work independently and are put in parallel fashion. The PFF-Net combines the automatically extracted local features with the handcrafted features, that describe a whole frame.
In the second stage, a new Markov model is introduced (H2O-MM) that employs the shot views for subsequent play-break segmentation of soccer videos. This model uses a novel iterative mechanism to increase the accuracy of inference by providing a feedback from hidden states to the observable variables. A randomness is also enforced to the model to avoid the early convergence to a local solution.
Here, organization of this article is provided. In Section III, an overview of proposed system for analyzing structure of soccer video is provided. In Section IV, handcrafted features are extracted from video key-frames. In Section V, architecture of PFF-Net for shot view classification is explained.
In Section VI, the H2O-MM model for play-break segmentation is described. In Section VII, experimental results are reported.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW FOR SOCCER VIDEO STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
A framework for broadcast soccer video structure analysis with the purpose of shot view determination and play-break segmentation is introduced and shown in Fig. 3 .
First, shot boundaries are detected using an existing method [17] that employs histogram thresholding and SVM classifier for this purpose. So, the input video is divided into N shots. Then, it is determined if each shot is a replay shot or not (i.e., r t = 1/0). Replays in broadcast sport videos are usually placed between two graphical logos, and can be detected by detecting the logos. Here the procedure by Tavassolopour et al. [9] for logo detection and replay determination is employed. Next, key-frame of t th shot, K t for t = 1, 2, .., N , (a representative frame that reflects content of that shot) is extracted using a threshold on histogram differences of consecutive frames [32] . Next, a vector of handcrafted features, f H t , is extracted from each key-frame K t based on the method explained in Section IV.
Key-frames and feature vectors are fed into the PFF-Net, whose design and implementation are given in Section V, and shot views are determined. Finally, shot view (v t ) and the replay label of the t th shot (r t ) are used as input to the H2O-MM for play-break segmentation (detailed in Section VI).
IV. HANDCRAFTED FEATURE EXTRACTION
Using the t th key-frame, f H t is formed by extracting three handcrafted features, which are adopted from a successful shot view detection method [9] , based on the following steps.
• Grass regions are detected using global thresholding [33] in RGB space and a convex hall is used to surround each grass region [9] (see Fig. 4 ).
• The area of the largest non-grass object within the convex hall is determined by use of connected components [33] .
• Three handcrafted features are computed: 1. The ratio of the green area (soccer field) to the whole image area, (grn2im), 2. The ratio of the biggest object area in the green region to the image area (obj2im), and 3. The ratio of the biggest object area in the green region to the green area (obj2grn). So, f
V. PFF-NET FOR SHOT VIEW CLASSIFICATION
The general architecture of PFF-Net is shown in Fig. 5 . The PFF-Net has a parallel structure of stacked autoencoders (SAEs) for extracting local features and consolidating them with the handcrafted features for shot view classification. The j th replica of SAE, along with a softmax layer on its top, is referred to as the j th parallel network (PN j ). In designing the architecture of deep networks such as CNNs it is assumed that a feature detector which is learned over some small patches of image can be effectively applied anywhere in the image [34] . However, for designing the PFF-Net we hypothesize that feature detectors are more effective if specialized to describe a group of similar image patches rather than the entire image. Such local feature detectors could extract more content-representative features from patches. Also, as Hinton and Salakhutdinov have shown [35] , stacked autoencoders are able to learn lower-dimensional representation of their input data which is better than the representation that PCA can produce. Hence, PN s embedded in PFF-Net use SAEs to learn distinct models for separate groups of input patches and provide lower-dimensional representation of them.
The PFF-Net is composed of three main components. Component 1 is local data transformation layer that inputs key-frames, divides each into four horizontal strips and transforms data of each strip into its reciprocal eigenspace (Subsection A). Component 2 includes four parallel pipelines of SAEs that extract local features, f L , from transformed data and combine them with the related handcrafted feature vector, f H , (Subsection B). Component 3 is the LGclassification that performs shot view classification in local and global stages via local softmaxes and a Bayesian layer (Subsection C).
Here a concise review on stacked autoencoders, and softmax classifier as building blocks of the PFF-Net is provided to help understanding the network architecture.
An autoencoder [34] is a neural network with an unsupervised learning algorithm that encodes the input vector x i ∈ R m into a hidden representation h i ∈ R k and decodes the latent representation into the output reconstruction representationx i ∈ R m . The network uses a nonlinear mapping, such as a sigmoid function, for transformations and employs a backpropagation algorithm to derive the output values to approximate the input values by adjusting the network weights. When the number of hidden units is smaller than the number of input/output units, the network is forced to learn a compressed representation of the input. If the sparsity constraint is also imposed on the hidden units, latent representation would be even more compressed, and linear separability in the latent space would be encouraged. The objective function of an existing autoencoder with sparsity constraint and L 2 regularization term can be written VOLUME 5, 2017 LG-classifier determines shot view of a key-frame, by first making decision for each block using local softmaxes and then global decision for the whole key-frame via Bayesian layer.
as [34]
In Eq. 1, the first term is the mean-squared reconstruction error over n training samples. The second term is the sparsity regularization term with coefficient β. Here, ρ is the sparsity proportion which determines the desired proportion of training samples to which a neuron reacts, andρ q is the average activation of hidden unit q over the entire training set. To enforce the sparsity, Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) between ρ andρ q is employed as the penalty function, based on Eq. 2. The last term is the L 2 regularization term with coefficient λ, which prevents the undesirable increase of the network weights (w (l) qp ) [36] , where l denotes the layer index. The autoencoder is trained when the network parameters are optimized by minimizing the objective function J over the training set.
A stacked autoencoder (SAE) [34] can be constructed by stacking further unsupervised feature learning layers, in a way that the hidden representation of the first autoencoder is used as the input of the second autoencoder and so on. An SAE is able to learn a lower-dimensional representation of input data which is better than the representation that PCA can give [35] .
A softmax classifier [34] can be utilized in the last layer of an SAE structure. It is used for supervised fine-tuning the network and finally classifying the inputs. By fitting a model on the training set, softmax estimates the probability of a sample being assigned to a particular class c, where c is one of C labels. So, for a test pair (x, y), softmax gives a C-dimensional vector of probabilities based on Eq. 3, where
} is the set of model parameters:
. . .
Suppose that we have a training set of n labeled samples, y 2 ) , . . . , (x n , y n )}, where x i ∈ R m is a training sample and y i is its corresponding class label. Model parameters can be found by minimizing the cost function of Eq. 4 with an iterative optimization procedure [34] :
Here, 1{y i = c} is an indicator function [34] which has the value 1 if y i = c and 0 otherwise. 
A. LOCAL DATA TRANSFORMATION
The first component of the PFF-Net is local data transformer that exploits the strip-wise similarities found in soccer video key-frames. Here, first, in Part 1, the existence of this similarity is shown mathematically, and then, in Part 2, this similarity is employed for designing the local data transformer.
1) STRIP-WISE SIMILARITY IN SOCCER VIDEO FRAMES
As illustrated in Fig. 6 , each key-frame (with size 320 × 120) is divided into four horizontal strips with equal heights and b × b = 30 × 30 overlapping blocks (with step size of 20 pixels) are extracted from each strip. Here, it is assumed that blocks of the same horizontal strip are similar enough to be represented by a common model and a single feature-detector could be assigned to them.
The intuition behind this assumption is that, in a given shot of a soccer game, the dominant motion (combination of camera and objects motions) is stronger in the horizontal direction. For instance, Fig. 7 shows the average motion of blocks over 1000 frames in a soccer shot, where horizontal components of motion vectors are bigger than the vertical components. So, we expect the blocks in horizontal vicinities in successive frames to be similar. Also, in a single frame of a shot, such as the long shot shown in Fig. 6 , a similarity in content of image blocks within the same strip exists, which is due to the arrangement of the soccer stadium and the camera vantage point. In this figure, in the top strip, audiences could be seen. In the second strip, soccer field and some very smallsized players are observable. In the third strip, which is closer to the camera, size of players has increased slightly. Finally, in the bottom strip, soccer field and the marginal lines are observable.
So, it is assumed that key-frames with the same shot view, in soccer, have similar patterns in their horizontal strips. To mathematically demonstrate this, a similarity measurement is computed that shows intra-strip similarity is more than interstrip similarity. First, blocks extracted from all shot views are whitened [34] , and their ring projection transform (RPT ) [37] is computed. This transformation is illustrated in Fig. 8 , and the obtained feature vector for block Bj is given in Eq. 5
where, RPT (r) is the mean of pixel values on circle r. Then, normalized cross correlation (NCC) is used to measure similarity between each pair of blocks (i.e., B i , B j ), as given in Therefore, it could be interpreted that each block is more similar to its horizontal neighboring blocks of other frames compared to its vertical neighbors. As such, frame partitioning has been performed only in horizontal direction to form groups of similar blocks. Eq. 6. Similarity between strips A and B is defined as the average of NCC for all pairs of blocks in the two strips (see Eq. 7 ). By computing the similarity between each possible pair of strips, a similarity matrix is achieved.
A similarity matrix per shot view is computed using n = 1000 random blocks of size b × b for each strip. The matrices are normalized by dividing their entries by maximum similarity value of all classes and demonstrated in Fig. 9 . The normalized matrices are denoted as M sim1 , M sim2 , M sim3 , and M sim4 .
As shown in Fig. 9 , the average similarity, (i.e., Sim), is highest in close-up and least in long view. Because in closeup, many blocks belong to the same object that is closer to the camera and covers most of the frame. In medium, and long views distance between subjects and camera increases and a more open view of the scene is observable, so average similarity of blocks decreases. For out-of-field view, average similarity is high due to the repetitive pattern of audiences that appears all over a frame (see Fig. 1 ).
For all shot views, the main diagonals of the matrices have higher values. This indicates that intra-strip similarity is higher than inter-strip similarity which justifies the assumption of forming strip-wise similarity groups.
2) LOCAL DATA TRANSFORMER
The first component of the PFF-Net is the local data transformer, see Fig. 10 , which is designed based on the local strip-wise similarity found in Part 1. Given the intra-strip similarity, the blocks can be effectively transformed to the same subspace.
Therefore, first, N training key-frames are split into four strips and M overlapping blocks (with size m = b × b pixels), are extracted from each strip. The total number of blocks per strip is n = M × N . The vectorized form of the i th block of the j th strip, namely x j i ∈ R m , is put in i th column of matrix
. Then, blocks of the same strip are transformed into the same subspace. As shown in Fig. 10 the j th subspace, S j , is an eigenspace computed over the j th group of input blocks, i.e., X j , and its corresponding output is obtained by the zerophase-component analysis (or ZCA-whitening [34] ) of j th Covariance matrix of blocks of j th strip:
Save j th subspace: i.e., S j = {U j , D j } as learned parameter of local data transformater. Where,
ZCA Whiten the data:
• Uncorrelating = Rotating:
• Rescale data to have identity covariance:
• Rotate back the data: ). As such, the transformation is referred to as ''strip-wise ZCA whitening'' and its details are given in Algorithm 1. Eigenspaces and eigenvalues of the subspaces (i.e., U j and D j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 ) are learned during the training phase for the local data transformation layer, and are then employed for the test phase.
B. PARALLEL STACKED AUTOENCODERS
The second component of PFF-Net, as illustrated in Fig. 5 , is composed of four parallel replicas of stacked autoencoders. Each single SAE, as shown in Fig. 11(a) , models information of a particular strip of key-frames and provides a compressed representation of its input block.
The first autoencoder, in the hierarchy, inputs whitened blocks of size b × b = 30 × 30 pixels, and generates a 100-dimensional representation, called the local feature vector, f L . Weights of this layer generally extract edges in image (Fig. 11(b) ). Local features, f L , are concatenated with the three handcrafted features, f H , describing a whole key-frame, to form a 103-dimensional feature vector, which is passed through the second and the third autoencoders with 53 and 25 hidden neurons, respectively. So, a lower dimensional (25-dimensional) feature vector is achieved that combines local information of the block with the global information of the whole key-frame (y Including the handcrafted features in the hierarchy, causes the network weights to be adjusted not only based on information of a strip, but also according to a bigger picture of an entire frame. Handcrafted features are consistent for all the blocks of the same key-frame and can guide the network in recognizing a bond between the blocks. As shown in Fig. 11(b) , in the first autoencoder, edges are detected as local features, so inserting handcrafted features at this layer leads to loss of integrity in the feature structure. Furthermore, empirically by inserting the handcrafted features to different layers of the hierarchy, the second layer is found to be the best location, as the highest classification performance is achieved.
C. LG-CLASSIFICATION
The last component of the network, as shown in Fig. 12 , is composed of a two level classification: local and global. The four softmaxes perform local classification. The lowdimensional representation of blocks of j th strip (Y j ) achieved LG-classification component comprises four local softmaxes and a Bayesian layer. Local decision about class of a block, i.e., P(y = c|y j i ), is made by softmaxes and global decision about class of the whole key-frame, i.e., P(y = c|K ), is made by fusing local decisions via the Bayesian layer. from the j th SAE in the PFF-Net is fed into the j th softmax classifier. The local softmaxes determine the probability of each block belonging to each shot view, i.e., p(y = c|y j i , j ), c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, represented more concisely as p(y = c|y j i ). Afterwards, as shown in Fig. 12 , the global classification of a whole key-frame is performed by means of a Bayesian layer. This layer, as given in Eq. 8, multiplies the weighted posterior probabilities assigned to all blocks of all the strips of the input key-frame, K , to achieve the class probability for the input key-frame, p(y = c|K ).
Details of deriving Eq. 8 is provided in the Appendix. Note that, weights (w j c ) can be removed from Eq. 8. Finally, the selected class (shot view) of the input key-frame is the one which maximizes p(y = c|K ):
VI. H2O-MM FOR PLAY-BREAK SEGMENTATION
Play/break labeling of shots in a soccer video can be used for detecting event boundaries. The most effective scope for a soccer event is from the last play shot until the last break shot [1] (Fig. 13) . Determining the play/break state of a shot requires the temporal information about the neighboring shots. But, including these information in the PFF-Net is not trivial. It needs the employment of recurrent layers at the top of the network and a big dataset of labeled shots for training. Therefore, here, a separate model is presented for play-break segmentation which is the Markov model shown in Fig. 14.
In this model similar to the HMM that Tavassolopour et al. employed [9] , shot views and replay label of t th shots (r t = 1/0) are employed as observable variables. The introduced Markov model as shown in Fig. 13 has two hidden states, i.e., play and break, while its observation variables change during the iterative learning and inference processes. Firm links in Fig. 14 show the connections that exist in all iterations, while dashed links are included after the first iteration and transfer the inferred hidden states in current iteration to the observable variables in the next iteration. As such the presented model is referred to as hidden-toobservable transferring Markov model (H2O-MM).
In each iteration, first transition and emission matrices of the model are estimated, using the labeled data, while 1% noise is added to the ground-truth by randomly altering 1% of the labels from play to break or vice-versa. Adding noise in each iteration, which is inspired from mechanism of exploration in evolutionary algorithms [38] , leads to obtaining new transition and emission matrices and is a means for searching the solution space while averting the early convergence to a local solution. Then observation sequence (shot views and replay label of consecutive shots) is given to the model and using the Viterbi algorithm the play/break state of input sequence is inferred.
At the end of each iteration, the inferred hidden states of six neighbors of a shot (i.e., three previous shots and three next shots) are also considered as observable variables for that shot, by adding dashed links in the model. Therefore, state of the current shot is inferred accurately, by iterative refining the output of the existing HMM for play-break segmentation [9] , that only uses the past state to infer the current state. The learning and inference mechanism for the H2O-MM is summarized in Algorithm 2.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, several experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the introduced networks for shot view classification and play-break segmentation. In Subsection A, dataset is described and in Subsection B, parameter setting Feed observable variables of shots (i.e., observation sequence) to trained H2O-MM, and infer play/break label of shots, using Viterbi algorithm.
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''Ref labels'' = groundtruth + 1% noise (i.e., alter 1% of labels in ground truth) 9 Transfer inferred hidden states of three preceding and three succeeding shots to observable variables of the shot (i.e., include dashed links in Fig. 14 ) 10 end 11 end of SAEs is provided. In Subsections C to E, specifications of the PFF-Net are highlighted, its performance for shot view classification in soccer is compared to related structures and other methods, and its running time per frame is provided. In Subsection F, performance of H2O-MM is compared to two other HMMs used for play-break segmentation in soccer.
A. DATASET
The employed dataset is provided by the Image Processing Laboratory (IPL) at Sharif University. This dataset is composed of 9 hours of 10 soccer videos, collected from several broadcasters, e.g., Spain first division league, England premier league, FIFA world cup, and more. It includes 3452 shots of day-time and night-time matches. The resolution of the frames is 640 × 340. Two 50 − pixels strips from the top and bottom of frames are cut to omit advertisements and frames' resolution is reduced of 320 × 120 to decrease the computations and memory usage. After several empirical tests with different resolutions, 320 × 120 was found to be enough for achieving a good shot view classification. However, arbitrary resolutions could be handled by the PFF-Net.
For shot view classification using the PFF-Net, an equal number of shots per class is required. Because in process of driving Eq. 8, the probability of all classes is considered to be the same to simplify the formulas. Therefore, 752 shots (188 shots per class) for the training and 324 shots (81 shots per class) for test are randomly selected from the whole dataset. There are only 269 shots available for out-of-field view, in the dataset. So, for other shot views also the same number of shots is employed. Next, a key-frame has been selected from each shot and M = 30 overlapping blocks per strip (with size 30 × 30 pixels and 10 pixel overlap) are extracted from it. So, 490240 training blocks and 38880 test blocks are generated.
B. PARAMETER SETTING
The parameter setting for the SAE hierarchy of Fig. 11 , which is used in different network implementations in Subsection VII.C to VII.E, is given in Table 1 . As given in Table 1 , the number of hidden neurons decreases through the SAE hierarchy to achieve a compressed representation of input. Forcing sparsity increases the compression further. A high level of compression can lead to significant loss of information which will eventually negatively impact the classification success. To avoid this, the compression ratio cr (l) for each layer l of the SAE is defined in Eq. 10, and is set equal to 90, 6.67 and 5 for the three successive autoencoders. These values are selected empirically by testing different ranges of compression ratios for different layers, in order to achieve a simple network structure which could best discriminate between the classes.
C. EFFECT OF PNs ON PERFORMANCE OF THE PFF-NET
In this experiment, the effect of localized parallel networks PN j in modelling the data and on performance of the PFF-Net is investigated. For this experiment, the handcrafted feature vector, f H , is excluded from from the PFF-Net, so that the results can be evaluated purely based on the ability of the PNs. Therefore, the architecture of local SAEs is changed from 900−103−53−25 (neurons in layers) to 900−100−50−25.
After training, each of the four PN s in the PFF-Net is specialized to locally represent the content of a specific strip. So, PN j cannot model blocks of an incongruent strip (i.e., X j W , j = j ) as good as PN j can. To show this, blocks of four strips of test frames are fed into the four parallel networks with different orders, i.e., blocks of j th strip (X j W ) are fed into j th parallel network (PN j ). The shot views are determined, and correct rates of classification for different data presentation orders are computed and reported in Table 2 . To have a fair evaluation, weights are also omitted from Eq. 8, so, our confidence in output of all PNs would be equal, see Appendix. As shown in Table 2 , the best result can be achieved when test blocks are delivered to their congruent PNs (i.e., j = j ). As an evaluation metric, a measure of distance, namely Odist, is defined (see Eq. 11) where, O is a set determining delivery order of input data to PN s. The Odist value for different data presentation orders is given in Table 2 .
A higher Odist value means blocks of test strips are delivered to PN s that are trained for spatially farther strips. So,performance of the PFF-Net decreases by increase of Odist. This experiment shows that the locality in the network, realized by PNs, improves the performance of the network.
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE PFF-NET
In this experiment, performance of the PFF-Net for shot view classification is compared with the variations of original network, some commonly used classifiers, our implementation of a decision tree [9] with state-of-the-art result, and a CNNbased shot view classifier [30] . Precision, recall and average F1-score are used for comparisons and are given in Table 3 .
To have a fair comparison, for all of the methods, handcrafted features are computed based on Section IV.
The first two networks in Table 3 , namely PFF-Net(W , f H ) and PFF-Net(!W , f H ), are variations of the original PFF-Net shown in Fig. 5 , where their different parameter settings are provided in parentheses that are included in their names. Sign ''!'' before a parameter shows that parameter is omitted from the network. So, in both of these networks, handcrafted features, f H , are included, while weight, W , of fusion layer is omitted from the second one.
In the third network, the Bayesian fusion is replaced by a voting fusion. As such, the network is referred to as PFVFNet(!W , f H ) (parallel feature with voting fusion network) where handcrafted features are included, but weights of the fusion layer are excluded. In the voting fusion, first the class label for each image block is determined, which is the class with highest posterior probability provided by softmaxes. Next, the number of blocks in each class is counted, and the class with highest vote is assigned to the image. Table 3 shows that the Bayesian fusion outperforms the voting fusion. Giving weight to probabilities improves the results even further.
In the fourth and fifth methods (PFF-Net(W , !f H ) and PFVF-Net(!W , !f H )) handcrafted features are omitted. As a result, performance of PFF-Net drops from 92.6% to 83.3% and performance of PFVF-Net drops from 91.1% to 73.8%. These results show the positive effect of including handcrafted features in networks.
In order to explore the effect of omitting locality from the PFF-Net, a network with a single pipeline (versus the parallel pipelines of PFF-Net) is implemented as the sixth method. As such, the network is referred to as SP-Net(!W , !f H ) (single pipeline network) where both handcrafted features and weights are excluded from the network. In the SP-Net, in the first layer, all blocks are transformed into a common eigenspace; in the second layer, the four parallel networks are reduced to just one and finally the Bayesian fusion is used for classification. Table 3 shows that there is a huge drop of performance for the SP-Net(!W , !f H ) with respect to the PFFNet(!W , !f H ), which occurs due to the suppression of locality from the network.
Since a variation of naïve Bayes and softmax regression are utilized as basic elements in the last component of the PFF-Net, these two classifiers are used as the seventh and eighth methods for performance comparison. For the softmax classifier [34] , the maximum number of training epochs is set to 500 and in naïve Bayes classifier [39] kernel estimation is performed to achieve the best classification results.
Most of the shot view classifications in the literature are based on a decision tree [9] , [12] , [16] . Therefore, here a decision tree with state-of-the-art result [9] is also implemented and used as the ninth method for comparison, where the threshold values for it, i.e., T low = 0.01 and T high = 0.19, are set empirically to achieve the best result. Handcrafted features are used as input for methods seven to nine.
Tabel 3 shows that the implemented decision tree outperforms the softmax and naïve Bayes classifiers, but is still inferior to the three first methods (i.e., variations of the PFFNet that employ handcrafted features). Precision and recall per class are also generally higher for these three networks, esp. for the PFF-Net(W , f H ), in comparison to the other methods.
The tenth method uses a six-layer convolutional neural network [30] which is designed for classification of basketball shot views into close-up and long shots. This network is trained on basketball as well as soccer, ice hockey, volleyball, and rugby video frames, and provides a 4096-dimensional feature vector before its last layer of softmax binary classifier. We tested the trained network on soccer frames. The best performance is achieved when the close-up and out-offiled views are merged into one class, and medium and long views into another class. Results show the PFF-Net (even without incorporating the handcrafted features) outperforms this binary cnn architecture for shot view classification.
For the first nine methods given in Table 3 , F1-score per class is also computed and demonstrated in bar-graphs of Fig. 15 . Generally, for bar-graphs in all of the four shot views, the three left-most bars have consistently a higher level. These bars demonstrate the performance of PFF-Net(W , f H ), PFF-Net(!W , f H ), and PFVF-Net(!W , f H ) where in all of them handcrafted features and automatically extracted local features are included. F1-Scores for the three right-most methods, namely naïve Bayes, softmax and FIGURE 15. F1-score per class (or per shot view), for the first nine methods given in Table 3 . Horizontal axis shows the method name and vertical axis is the F1-score for test data. The three left bars have consistently higher level of F1-score for all classes. These three bars demonstrate the performance of some variations of the PFF-Net that employ both handcrafted features and automatically extracted local features.
decision tree, that exclusively employ handcrafted features, stand in the second position. Finally, the three middle bars show the performance of networks that exclude handcrafted features, (i.e., PFF-Net(W , !f H ), PFVF-Net(!W , !f H ), and SP-Net(!W , !f H )), and in average have the lowest F1-score. Overall, the PFF-Net(W , f H ) gives the best performance for shot view classification for the given dataset. This is achieved by combining the handcrafted features and automatically extracted local features in the parallel piplines of the network and fusion of weighted probabilities by Bayesian rule.
E. EXECUTION TIME
In this section, run time of introduced networks for shot view classification, explicitly variations of PFF-Net described in Section VII.D, is provided. The reported times given in Table 4 are obtained by averaging the run time per frame over 100 runs. Different networks with their setting are given in the first columns of Table 4 . Columns two to four respectively show the average run time/frame for extracting handcrafted features, passing the frame through the trained network, and finally, the total run time/frame for shot view classification. Therefore, shot view classification for a complete soccer game (90 minutes long) roughly takes 2 minutes using the PFF-Net.
All the reported times are measured on a desktop computer Intel Core i5-2400s @ 2.50GHz with 6GB RAM, using Matlab 2016a. It is notable that in the training phase of the PFF-Net, strip-wise ZCA whitening is performed with time complexity of O(m 2 n), and each of the four PNs in the PFFNet is trained and fine-tuned separately on a set of n blocks, extracted from a strip of training images.
F. H2O-MM PLAY-BREAK EVALUATION
Here, the accuracy of play-break segmentation using H2O-MM on the dataset described in Section VII.A is computed and compared to two existing hidden Markov models developed for this purpose [9] , [11] and results are presented in Table 5 . Xie et al. [11] presented an HMM that employs dominant color ratio, and motion intensity of frames as observation variables, while Tavassolipour et al. [9] employ shot views and replay labels as observation variables and achieve the-state-of-the-art result for play-break segmentation.
In the introduced hidden Markov model, namely H2O-MM (see Section VI), the maximum number of iterations in Algorithm 2 is set to 100. The algorithm has been run 10 times and the average accuracy over all iterations in the last run is reported as the obtained accuracy. As given in Table 5 , the accuracy of H2O-MM is higher than the two existing HMMs.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have designed and implemented a parallel deep network based on stacked autoencoders (PFF-Net) for soccer shot view classification and a hidden Markov model (H2O-MM) for play-break segmentation of broadcast soccer videos, that can be employed for higher level analysis of a soccer game.
The PFF-Net, using parallel SAEs, effectively models information of distinct strips of soccer key-frames and combines them with handcrafted features of the full scene to produce lower-dimensional representations for image blocks. Next, the generated representations are passed through softmaxes and a fussing Bayesian layer to classify the shot views.
The shot views are then given to the H2O-MM, which has a novel learning and inference mechanism that transfers hidden states to observation variables. Experiments show the H2O-MM gives the highest accuracy in play-break segmentation of soccer video compared to the best reported results.
Although the PFF-Net is purposefully designed for soccer shot view classification, it could inspire networks for other applications where a local similarity could be found in data. The new mechanism employed in H2O-MM also could be utilized in other HMMs to increase the accuracy of inference.
APPENDIX
To derive Eq. 8 of Section V.C we start with assumption made in a naïve Bayesian classifier, where attributes (features), i.e., A i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are assumed to be conditionally independent given the class value y. So, we can write
Having the naïve independence assumption, we are interested in expressing P(y|A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n ) based on P(y|A i ). By using the Bayesian rule, we have P(A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n , y) = P(y)
P(y|A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n ) = P(y) P (A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n )
In Eq. 14, probabilities that are not related to the class variable are omitted. Considering equal probabilities for all classes (see Section VII.A), we get 
In the Bayesian layer of the PFF-Net, we are interested to determine the class label that maximizes P(y = c|K ). We assume that, P(y|K ) = P(y|y 1 1 , . . . , y 1 n , y 2 1 . . . , y 2 n , . . ., y 4
1
. . . , y 4 n ), which means probability of a class given a frame is equal to probability of a class given lower-dimensional representations of all blocks of all the four strips of that frame. Therefore, if we consider features y j i s to be conditionally independent given the class value y, based on Eq. 14 we have which is associated to the posterior probability of the PN j for class c, is able to determine the level of confidence in that probability. Because each PN models information of blocks of an specific strip. So, a PN that learns a group of similar blocks can provide a better model of those blocks compared to one that learns a group of diverse blocks. Therefore, confidence in the former should be higher than the latter. 
